1. The route for cart or wheelchair is hidden from outside– it is behind the mailbox.

2. Door buttons are near the wall and hard to press for disabled people.
3. The instruction is confusing, especially for children. My friend actually pulled a similar one when he was a little boy, and all of a sudden many firefighters came but there’s no fire.

4. This sign points to a totally wrong direction – Room 2101 is in the right hand side!
5. The AC controller is very hard to understand. Even engineers from CS departments can’t figure out how to operate it correctly.

6. The switch is half hidden in the wall and takes several trials to know which light it is for.
7. These lights are on even in the very bright daytime and there’s no way to turn them off.

8. & 8.5. Every door links to virtually the same lab space even though there are different entrance permissions. Also the swipe machine is extremely hard to use.
9. I could not find this elevator on the east side of the building when I was asked to wait outside of it, and the sign on third floor doesn’t say so.

But interestingly, the sign on fourth floor has “Elevator” on it.
10. There is a “Call Cancel” button which allows people to cancel floor selection. However this button is red and locates next to the fire alarm button, so people usually ignore and never use it, or are scared to press the button.